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ABSTRACT

An architectural configuration for a Fault Tolerant Parallel
Processor (FTPP) is defined to meet a space system reliability and
throughput requirement. The FTPP utilizes a flexible architecture that
consists of a set of interconnected clusters, each of which consists of a
set of interconnected processors. FTPP architectural and redundancy
strategies are perturbed to define a more reliable system, and
combinatorial reliability models are developed to analyze theme
perturbations. The perturbations examined include changes to the cluster
architecture, the use of redundant clusters, the redistribution of tasks
among clusters, and three cluster interconnection schemes: fully linked,
centrally linked, and singly linked. The results of these analyses are
used to define relationships between FTPP reliability, throughput, and
architecture; which should be useful to a system-designer atte ing to
meet a specific application requirement. 7.tem•t;ng
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CHAPTER I

I NTRODUCTION

.'

1.1 MOTIVATION

Real-time control of increasingly complex apace systems requires the

development of faster throughput computers. Examples of the throughputs

of past and present computers are:

1. Apollo Guidance and Navigation Computer - 10 KIPS

2. Space Shuttle Data Management System - 400 KIPS (1]

(1 KIPS z one thousand instructions per second)

Examples of throughput requirements of projected systems are:

1. NASA Space Station Requirement - 15 MIPS

2. Advanced Military Spacecraft/Autonomous Interplanetary Spacecraft

Requirements - 100. MIPS (1]

(1 MIPS a one million instructions per second)

As spacecraft missions become more ambitious, breakthroughs in

processor throughput technology will be necessary to meet the increasing

demand for faster throughput computers. The throughput speeds of current

state-of-the-art processors range from 3 to 5 MIPS, and it is doubtful

that the high speed throughput requirements projected for future systems

can be achieved using a single processor. In the event of a technological

11
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leap in processor throughput capability, designers will inevitably find

the need for still faster throughputs. In addition to high speed

throughput, processors for future spacecraft must possess a reliability

commensurate with the real-time mission critical applications they control

121.

A solution to the projected gap between processing requirements and

capabilities is parallel processing. Parallel processing is an efficient

method of information processing that emphasizes the exploitation of

concurrent events in the computing process by demanding the execution of

many programs simultaneously (3).

Ideally. software partitioned into n pieces will run n times as fast

in parallel; but, because of inefficient algorithms for exploiting

concurrency in the computer problem and of the idling of the processor by

conflicts over memory access or communication paths, in actual practice

the speedup is much less (3]. According to Hwang and Briggs, estimates of

the actual speedup range from a lower bound of logen (Minsky's Conjecture)

to an upper bound of n/(ln n), where n is the number of processors in the

parallel system.

In order to meet the stringent reliability requirements associated

with real-time mission critical applications, suitable architectures and

redundancy strategies must be developed to exploit the redundancy inherent

in parallel systems. Examining these architectures and redundancy

strategies constitutes the focus of this thesis.
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1.2 PURPOSE

This thesis seeks to contribute to the current effort at the Charles

Stark Draper Laboratory to develop a high speed fault tolerant computer.

The effort nas been designated as the Fault Tolerant Parallel Processor

(FTPP). The purpose of this thesis is to define relationships among

reliability, throughput, and computer architecture for the FTPP. This

will be done in the context of applying requirements for a potential FTPP

space system application. The FTPP must be capable of meeting application

reliability and throughput requirements while minimizing FTPP hardware

overhead and required FTPP component reliability.

It is recognized that determining absolute reliability figures

through analysis lacks credibility without detailed knowledge of component r

behavior and past experience with similar designs not available in the

early design phase. Analysis can, however, generate credible relative

reliability figures that are required to define the desired relationships

and to make decisions regarding suitable FTPP archictectures and

redundancy strategies. Applying an actual reliability requirement also

provides an appraisal of the suitability of the FTPP concept for one of

its potential applications.

13
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1.3 METHODOLOGY

The remainder of this thesis will define a baseline FTPP architecture

and examine the effects of various modifications in order to optimally

met the application requirement. More specifically, the thesis will

proceed as follows:

1. Define the general FTPP architecture and configuration

constraints; and define FTPP component parameters to include Mean Time To

Failure (MTTF), reconfiguration time, and throughput capability.

2. Define the space system application requirements. The

application requirements will be reduced to required probability of

success over a time period and required throughput.

3. Define a baseline FTPP architecture. The baseline FTPP

architecture will be defined using the FTPP general architecture as a

guide and be designed to meet the application throughput requirement.

4. Generate a FTPP reliability model and calculate the reliability

of the baseline architecture.

S. Analyze the effects of intra-cluster modifications to the

baseline architecture.

6. Analyze the effects of inter-cluster modifications to the

baseline architecture.

7. Draw conclusions regarding the relationships among reliability,

throughput, and computer architecture for the FTPP.

14



Theme steps will be addressed in the following chapters:

Chapter Two: Problem Description, addresses steps I through 7.

Chapter Three: Reliability Nodelling, addresses steps 4 through 6.

Chapter Four: Conclusions/Recommendations, addresses step 7.
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CHAPTER 2

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 FAULT TOLERANT PARALLEL PROCESSOR DESCRIPTION [1,2,41

The Draper Laboratory Fault Tolerant Parallel Processor (FTPP) is

being designed to achieve high throughput and high reliability to meet the

projected stringent requirements for future applications. To date, Draper

Laboratory has defined a general architecture for the FTPP and begun

component breadboarding.

The FTPP utilizes a flexible design concept where the architecture

may be modified to suit the application. The FTPP consists of a set of

building blocks arranged in clusters (figure 2.1-1).

2.1.1 Cluster Architecture

Each cluster within a FTPP consists of processor elements, network

elements, input/output elements and memory elements.

PROCESSOR ELEMENTS (PE) - Processor elements perform the tasks of

global controller, cluster controller and working processor element.

Global Controller (GC) - Manages inter-cluster communications;

the loss of the GC implies system loss.

17
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Cluster Controller (CC) M anages intrm-cluster communications;

the loss of a CC implies cluster lose.

Working Processor Element (WPE) - Performs the computational

application tasks; the 1oan of a WPE implies task loss.

Each processor element is assumed to have an exponential failure

rate, a reconfiguration time averaging .25 seconds, and a throughput

cabability of 5 HIPS.

NETWORK ELEMENTS (ME) - Network elements serve to pass information

from processing elements to input/output elements, and are an

integral part of the FTPP architecture. The loins of a network

element results in the loss of all the processors connected with the

network element and one input/output element. When there are three

processor elements per network element, each network element is

assumed to have an exponential failure rate with a HTTF 10 times

greater than the HTTF of a processing element. Ansmore processor

elements are connected to a network element, its increased

complexity results in an decreased reliability. In modelling the

greater complexity of a network element where more than thre

processor elements are used, the failure rate for the network

&lament is assumed to increase ten percent for each additional

processor element added. Preliminary reliability modelling has

suggested five network elements per cluster (5].

19



INPUT/OUTPUT ELEMENTS (IOE) - Input/output elements serve to pass

information between clusters via communication lines. Input/output

elements are critical in determining the topology of a group of

clusters, and the lose of an input/output element implies the loss

of a communication link. Each input/output element is assumed to

have an exponential failure rate with a HTTF equal to the HTTF of a

processing element. Each input/output element's failure rate is

p

asumed to increase an additional 10 percent for each communication

line stemming from it.

MEMORY ELEMENTS (ME) - Memory elements are classed as either global

memory or regional memory.

Global Memory (GM) - Stores information germane to every

processor element's perception of the system state, but which

often changes as a result of modifications or of updates by the

processor elements. Global memory is assigned to each cluster,

and the loss of global memory implies cluster loss.

Regional Memory (RM) - Stores time-invariant information.

Regional memory is assigned to n processor elements, and the

loss of regional memory implies the loss of the processor

elements assigned to the memory.

Each memory element is assumed to have an exponential failure with a

XTTF equal to the MTTF of a processing element. Like network

20
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elements, the failure rate increases by 10 percent for each

additional processor element over three.

2.1.2 Inter-Cluster Connectivity

A FTPP system consists of a net of interconnected clusters.

TOPOLOGY - Topology refers to the particular cluster interconnection

scheme employed. Topology affects reliability, throughput,

modularity, and maintainability. Cluster to cluster connections are

depicted in figure 2.1-2. Each cluster to cluster 'link' consists

of a set of five communications 'lines' between input/output

elements. A more detailed discussion of topology is found in

section 3.3.

2.1.3 System Failure

System failure occurs when the FTPP can no longer reliably meet the

throughput requirement. More specifically, if no degradation of system

throughput is permitted and there are no redundant clusters, system

failure occurs when either of the following two conditions holds true:

1. Any cluster is declared failed. A cluster not declared

operational is declared failed. For a cluster to be declared

operational, at least one processor with access to working memory

21
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CLUSTER I

communication communicationline link (5 lines);"

I/0 ELEMENTS

CLUSTER 2 CLUSTER 3

Figure 2.1-2: Cluster-to-Cluster Connectivity.

and network elements muat be operational for each task assigned to

the cluster; and at least two communications lines between the

cluster and any other cluster must be operational. A communications

line is declared operational if both input/output elements and their

respective network elements are all operational.

2. Any cluster or group of clusters is isolated from the

system. This requirement implies the system can be declared failed

22
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even when there are no cluster failures and no individual cluster

isolations. Figure 2. 1-3 depicts a cone where the communication

links between Clusters I and 2 and between Clusters 4 and 5 have

failed. Although there are no individual isolations, Clusters 1,5,6

are unable to communicate with Clusters 2,3,4 and the system in

declared failed.

Cl C2
A,

C3

C5 C4

Figure 2.1-3: System Failure Due to Cluster Group Isolation.
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2.2 APPLICATION SPECIFICATION

The specification to be examined by this thesis is stated as follows:

1. Out of 1000 spacecraft utilizing the FTPP, no more than one

should be lost due to computer failure over a 20 year period.

2. The system will be maintained and fully repaired once per year.

3. The system requires a computational throughput of 100 NIPS.

The preceding specification defines the reliability requirements for

various computer replication levels.

For a simplex computer system, the expected number of losses in I

year will equal 1/20 or .05 spacecraft/year. Using the equation for the

expected value of a binomially distributed variable yields:

E(L) = N(QS) (2.2-1)

where:

E(L) = Expected number of spacecaft losses due to computer failure

in 1 year.

N = Initial number of operational spacecraft.

GS = Unreliability of the spacecraft computer system over 1 year.

Solving for 9S yields an unreliability requirement of 5.0 x 10-9 over 1

year. Since the system consists of only a simplex computer, this

requirement is the reliability requirement for that single computer.

For a duplex computer system: using combinatorial analysis and

assuming a coverage of .85 for the first failure yields the equation:

9S = (1-C)P(1 computer fails) P(2 computers fail) (2.2-2)

24



where:

C z Coverage for a duplex computer system.

P(1 computer fails) = 2(1-Q)Q where 0 in the unreliability of a

single computer.

P(2 computers fail) = Ot.

Solving for 0 numerically yields an unreliability requirement of 1.661 x

10-4 over 1 year.

For a triplex computer system: using combinatorial analysis and

assuming a coverage of 1.00 for the first failure and .85 for the second

failure yields the equation:

S= (1-C)P(2 computers fail)+P(3 computers fail) (2.2-3)

where:

P(2 computers fail) = 3(1-9)Qt.

P(3 computers fail) = Q.

Solving for Q numerically yields an unreliability requirement of 1.040 x

10- 0 over 1 year.

For a quadruplex computer system: using combinatorial analysis and

assuming a coverage of 1.00 for the first two failures and .85 for the

third failure yields the equation:

QS a (1-C)P(3 computers fail) P(4 computers fail) (2.2-4)

where:

P(3 computers fail) z 4(1-9)Q2.

P(4 computers fail) 2 Q4.

25



Solving for Q numerically yields an unreliability requirement of 4.326 x

10-0 over 1 year.

In summary, the specification yields a computer unreliability

requirement which varies with the computer replication level:

Computer Unreliability Requirement (Simplex Configuration) = 5.00 x 10-s

Computer Unreliability Requirement (Duplex Configuration) = 1.66 x 10"

Computer Unreliability Requirement (Triplex Configuration ) = 1.04 x 10-0

Computer Unreliability Requirement (Quadruplex Configuration)= 4.32 x 10-'
r.

The reliability analyses in chapter 3 will utilize a range of

component HTTFs. Processor, input/output, and memory elements possess

equal MTTFs ranging from 10" to 10' hours. Network elements possess a

MTTF ten times greater ranging from 10s to 10' hours. Figt)re 2.2-1

graphically depicts the equivalent reliability of cluster components when

their MTTF's are taken over a one year period. The X-axis scale

represents the NTTF of the processor, input/output, and memory elements

and the MTTF of the network elements divided by ten. The X-axis scaling

of NTTF will represent the same for all succeeding graphs in the thesis.

Figure 2.2-1 may be used as a reference to translate the often used

quantity of MTTF to the more meaningful quantity of reliability.

26
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RELIABILITY VS MTTF
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Figure 2.2-1: Component Reliability yvs. Component MTTF.
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2.3 BASELINE ARCHITECTURE

The following assumptions are made to define a baseline architecture:

1. There are three processor elements per network element.

2. There in one shared memory element for every three processor

elements. Each memory element stores both global and regional

memory.

3. Within a cluster, there are at least three processor elements

aigned to a single task. There are at least four processor

elements assigned to the global controller.

4. Clusters are fully linked (every cluster is connected to every

other cluster).

5. A met of processor elements performing n tasks possesses a

throughput n times as fast am a met of processors performing a single

task (ideal behavior).

The baseline cluster architecture (figure 2.3-1) therefore utilizes:

1. 5 Input/Output Elements.

2. 5 Network Elements.

3. 15 Processor Elements.

a. 12 Working Processor Elements. (The cluster designated

global controller would utilize 8 working processor elements and 4

global controllers).

b. 3 Cluster Controllers.

4. 5 Memory Elements.

28
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CLUSTER 1: CLUSTER 2:
3 CC/12 WPE 3 CC/ 12WV~PE
(5 TASKS): (5 TASKS)

CLUSTER 3: CUTR4
3 CC/12 WPE3 C1WP
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3 CC/ 12 WrPE 4 GCI3 CC/8 WPE
(4 TASKS) (4 TASKS)

Figure 2.3-2: Baseline System Architecture.
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CHAPTER 3

RELIABILITY MODELLING

3.1 BASELINE RELIABILITY

The purpose of this section is to develop a FTPP reliability model

which generates the FTPP system reliability as a function of the FTPP

component reliabilities. The reliability model will be used to generate

an upper and a lover unreliability bound for the baseline architecture '

defined in Chapter 2. For the lover unreliability bound, any assumptions

made generate the highest possible reliability. For the upper

unreliability bound, any assumptions made generate the highest possible

unreliability. The one exception to these rules is that cluster

isolations due to combinations of failures between network elements and

input/output elements of different clusters are neglected for both upper V

and lower bound calculations. This exception has little effect on

reliability calculations, as will be demonstrated presently, and permits

the clusters to be treated as independent units. Both upper and lower

unreliability bounds will be generated using combinatorial and

decomposition techniques.
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3.1.1 Justification for Cluster Independence

The fully linked topology of the baseline architecture from the point

of view of one cluster is depicted in figure 3.1-1. Intuitively, failure

CLUSTER 1

*%,

1/o
ELEMENTS:

TO
CLUSTER:23456 23456 23456 23456 23456

Figure 3.1-1: Baseline Architecture as Viewed from Cluster 1.
S.

%-

modes which would isolate a cluster would primarily involve the elements

of that particular cluster. The isolation of a cluster due to failures in

other clusters would require a seemingly unlikely combination of failures "

in all other clusters. This observation is applicable for a cluster

connected to a 'significant' number of clusters and may not be

particularly applicable for a ring topology where every cluster is

connected to only two other clusters. The following analysis calculates

the probability of cluster isolation, due to input/output element

failures, in two ways. First: the probability that a single cluster
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experiences an isolation is calculated neglecting isolations due to

input/output element failures in other clusters and multiplying the

reliabilities of the six clusters. Since some failure modem are

neglected, the calculated unreliability will be lower than the actual.

Second: the probability that a cluster experiences an isolation is

calculated by taking into account all possible failure modem between

clusters and multiplying the reliabilities of the six clusters. Since

some failure modes will be counted more than once, the calculated

unreliability will be higher than the actual. If the two methods yield

similar results, the first method can be employed to simplify the system

reliability model without significantly altering the results.

Using the first method: the probability of at least one isolation,

P(ISOLATION), is the compliment of the probability of no isolations, P(O

ISOLATIONS):

P(ISOLATION) - I-P(O ISOLATIONS) (3.1-1)

The probability of no isolations is calculated by multiplying the

reliabilities of the six clusters:

P(O ISOLATIONS) a (I-P(1 CLUSTER ISOLATION)]' (3.1-2)

The probability a particular cluster experiences an isolation: PSI CLUSTER

ISOLATION), is the probability 4 or 5 input/output elements fail on that

cluster since other cluster failures are being neglected:

P(1 CLUSTER ISOLATION) a (1-RIO)'*5(1-RIO) (R IO ) (3.1-3)

where: RIO - Reliability of a single input/output element.

.3
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The probability of at least one cluster isolation in now completely

*defined as a function of the reliability of the input/output elements.

Using the second method: the probability of at least one isolation

must take into account all failure modes. Equations 3.1-1 and 3.1-2

* remain valid. To find the probability a particular cluster experiences an

isolation, a decomposition on the input/output elements of that cluster is

performed:

P(1 CLUSTER ISOLATION) z

E£P(1 CLUSTER ISOLATION/N 10 WORK) x P(N 10 WORK)] (3.1-4)
0..

where:

P(N 10 WORK) z Probability exactly N out of 5 input/output elements

operate.

PSI CLUSTER ISOLATION/N 10 WORK) z Probability a particular cluster

is isolated given that exactly N input/output elements

operate.

The probability exactly N input/output elements out of 5 operate can be

calculated combinatorially:

P(N 10 WORK) M ()(1-RIO)'-(RIO) ; N=O to 5 (3.1-5)

where:

(a) - Binomial coefficient calculated as 51/[(5-N)! NI].

The probability a particular cluster is isolated given that exactly N

Input/output elements operate is calculated using the knowledge that a
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cluster must have at least two operational lines between itself and at

least one other cluster. A single communication line between two clusters

consists of 2 input/output elements, both of which must be operational for

a communication line to be declared operational. Therefore:

P(I CLUSTER ISOLATION/N 10 WORK) *

P(N-1 or N out of N I0 of all other clusters fail) (3.1-6)

where:

P(N-1 or N out of N 10 of all other clusters fail)

• 1 ; NsO, 1 ,

I U

(r [(C)(1-RIO)6'(RIO)'])' ; Nu2 to 5 (3.1-7)

The probability of at least one cluster isolation is now completely

defined as a function of the reliability of the input/output elements.

The probability of at least one cluster isolation was programmed in

FORTRAN using both methods. A comparison of the two methods for

input/output element base NTTF's ranging from 10' to 10' hours is depicted

graphically in figure 3.1-2. The base XTTF is the MTTF of an individual

input/output element with no communication lines emanating from it. The

graph shows a maximum error of about 2.3 percent occuring at input/output

element RTTF-25000 hours and subsequently monotonically decreasing to

about .1 percent for MTTF-IO0000 hours. The system reliability model

generated in the following section will therefore assume that the

probability that a particular cluster experiences an isolation is due

exclusively to failures of its own elements. Clusters are in effect

assumed independent for the fully linked system.
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Figure 3.1-2: Percent Error Incurred Assuming Cluster
Independence for Baseline System.

3.1.2 System Reliability Model for Baseline

The general procedure employed to derive a system reliability model 1,
P

iS to find the reliability of a single cluster by decomposing on the

netvork and memory elements. The reliability of the total system is found

using the calculated cluster reliabilities and the assumption of cluster

independence. The following derivation will calculate the system

reliabilty in terms of the component reliabilities.

The probability that the FTPP system operates, P(S), is given by the

following equation:
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P(S) a P(C1)xP(C2/C1)xP(C3/Ci A C2)x... xP(C6/C1 A C2 ... A C5)
(3.1-8)

where:

P(CX) x Probability cluster X operates.

P(CX/CA A ... n CE) a Probability cluster X operates given that

clusters A through E operate.%

Since cluster failures are assumed to be independent, the system

reliability simply becomes the product of the individual cluster

reliabilities:

P(S) u P(C1)xP(C2)xP(C3)P(C4)xP(C5)xP(C6) (3.1-9)

P(S) = a P(Ci) (3.1-10)
a.'

To find the probability a cluster operates, P(C), a first decomposition is

performed on the network elements:

P(C) 2 E (P(C/X ME WORK)xP(X HE WORK)] (3.1-11)

where:

P(X NE WORK) z Probability exactly X out of 5 network elements

operate.

P(C/X ME WORK) x Probability a cluster operates given that exactly

X network elements operate.

P(X NE WORK) can be calculated combinatorially using equation 3.1-5 and

substituting RN and X for RIO and N respectively where RN is the

reliability of a single network element. The probability that a cluster

operates, given that exactly X network elements operate, is equal to the
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probability input/output elements do not cause cluster failure, given that

X network elements operate, and memory or processor elements do not cause

cluster failure, given that X network elements operate. Since these two

failure modes are independent, P(C/X HE WORK) is equal to the product of

the reliability of the input/output elements, given that X network

elements operate, and the reliability of the processor and memory

elements, given that X network elements operate.

P(C/X NE WORK) u P(IO/X NE WORK) x P(PE and HE/X HE WORK) (3.1-12)

where:

P(IO/X NE WORK) = Probability input/output failures do not cause

cluster failure given that X network elements operate.

P(PE and ME/X NE WORK) = Probability processor element or memory

element failures do not cause cluster failure given that X

network elements operate.

P(IO/X NE WORK) is the probability that at least two input/output elements

have access to working network elements and can be can be calculated

combinatorially:

P(IO/X NE WORK) = Pat least 2 of X 10 WORK) (3.1-13)

where: !

Pat least 2 of X 10 WORK)

* 0 ;X=O,

* E [()(1-RIOIPCRIO)' l] ; X=2 to 5 (3.1-14)

where: RIO Reliability of a single input/output element
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P(PE and HE/X NE WORK) can be found by decomposing on the memory elements:

P(PE and HE/X NE WORK)

r CP(PE and HE/Y HE and X NE WORK) x P(Y HE WORK)] (3.1-15)

where:

P(Y HE WORK) = Probability that exactly Y out of 5 memory elements

operate.

P(PE and HE/Y HE and X NE WORK) = Probability that processor

element or that memory element failures do not cause cluster

loss given that Y memory elements and X network elements

operate.

P(Y HE WORK) can be calculated combinatorially using equation 3.1-5 and

substituting RN and Y for RIO and N respectively where RH is the

reliability of a single memory element. To find the P(PE and HE/Y HE and

X NE WORK) requires assumptions to be made regarding the behavior of the

processor elements. For the lower unreliability bound, idealistic

assumptions are made: processors within a cluster may perform any cluster

task and switch tasks instantaneously with all failures covered. For the

upper unreliability bound, pessimistic assumptions are made: each

processor may perform only the function it was initially assigned, and

failures are covered 85 percent of the time for duplex configurations and

100 percent of the time for triplex configurations and higher. These

bounds were chosen so that practical systems fall between both bounds. At

this point, the number of tasks a cluster is assigned to perform becomes

4r
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an issue. In the baseline architecture, 3 clusters are assigned 4 tasks,

and 3 clusters are assigned 5 tasks.

For the lover unreliability bound, at least 4 processors must operate

for a 4 task cluster and at least 5 processors must operate for a 5 task

cluster for the cluster to be declared operational. For a 4 task cluster:

if all network elements and memory elements worked for the entire year,

then 4 processors out of 15 must survive. If all network elements worked

and 1 memory element failed during the year, then 3 processors are

rendered useless and 4 out of the remaining 12 must survive. In some

cases, the number of processors that must survive must be given in

probabilistic terms. For example: if 1 network element and one memory

element failed, 4 processors out of either 9 or 12 processors must survive

depending upon which particular elements failed. In this case, 4 out of

12 must survive 20 percent of the time, and 4 out of 9 must survive 80

percent of the time. It is in this manner the following is computed:

40 %
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P(PE and ME/(O or 1 ME) or (0 or 1 ME) WORK) = 0

P(PE and ME/2 ME and 2 NE) = .IP(T of 6 PE WORK)

P(PE and ME/3 ME and 2 HE) = .3P(T of 6 PE WORK)

P(PE and ME/4 ME and 2 HE) = .6P(T of 6 PE WORK)

P(PE and ME/5 ME and 2 NE) = P(T of 6 PE WORK)

P(PE and ME/2 ME and 3 NE) = .3P(T of 6 PE WORK)

P(PE and ME/2 ME and 3 ME) z.6P(T of 6 PE WORK).1(of9PWOK
P(PE and ME/3 HE and 3 NE) = .6P(T of 6 PE WORK) .IP(T of 9 PE WORK)

P(PE and ME/4 ME and 3 NE) = .6P(T of 6 PE WORK) .4P(T of 9 PE WORK)

P(PE and ME/5 ME and 3 ME) = P(T of 9 PE WORK)

P(PE and ME/2 ME and 4 NE) = .6P(T of 6 PE WORK)

P(PE and ME/3 ME and 4 NE) = .6P(T of 6 PE WORK)..4P(T of 9 PE WORK)

P(PE and ME/4 ME and 4 NE) = .8P(T of 9 PE WORK)..2P(T of 12 PE WORK)

P(PE and ME/5 ME and 4 NE) = P(T of 12 PE WORK) -

P(PE and ME/2 ME and s E) = P(T of 6 PE WORK)

P(PE and ME/3 ME and 5 NE) = P(T of 9 PE WORK) "

41P(PE and ME/4 ME and 5 NE) U P(T of 12 PE WORK)
K

P(PE and ME/S ME and 5 NE) = PUT of 15 PE WORK) 13.1-161)"

where:

T : Number of tasks a cluster is assigned.

PCT of Z PE WORK) = Probability at least T processors out of Z

operate. -4

P(T of Z) can be calculated combinatorially:

T-t

P(T of Z PE WORK) = 1-( r ((1 )(1-RP)Z'i(RP)t )]
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where:i RP a Reliability of a single processor element.

For the upper unreliability bound, at least 3 processors must operate

for a 3 task cluster and at least 4 processors must operate for a 4 task

cluster. Since upper bound calculations assume processors perf orm only

the functions they wre initially assigned, a 4 tosk cluster would%

delegate tasks as depicted in figure 3.1-3. Each task in distributed

- -- - - ---- -- --

6 .
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among different network and memory elements to avoid single point

failures. Three tasks would be controlled by quadruplexes of processors

and one task would be controlled by a triplex of processors. If all

network elements and memory elements worked for the entire year, then 1

processor from each quadruplex and 1 processor from the triplex must

survive. As with the lower bound, some cases must be described

probabilistically. If one network element and I memory element failed

during the year, they are assumed to have failed at the beginning of the

year. This assumption simpiifies the model and tends to make the

calculated unreliability higher than the actual reliability, thus

maintaining the integrity of the upper bound. In this came, 1 triplex of

processors and 3 duplexes of processors would remain in 56 percent of the

cases. Two triplexes, I duplex, and 1 simplex would remain in 24 percent

of the cases. One quadruplex, 2 triplexes and I duplex would remain in 12

percent of the cases and 4 triplexes would remain in 8 percent of the

cases. The P(PE and NE/Y HE and X ME) equations (3.1-16) derived for the

lower bound hold true, but P(T of X PE) is redefined as follows:

P(4 of 6 PE) - .9( RDOx RSI)

P(4 of 9 PE) - .3( RTex RD x RS ) - .7( RT x RD3)

P(4 of 12 PE) - .6( RO x RT'x RD ) # .4RT"

P(4 of 15 PE) • RQx RT

P(5 of 6 PE) • .5( RD x RSO)

P(5 of 9 PE) a .5( RT x RDx RS') * .5( RD'x RS

P(5 of 12 PE) - RT'x RD"

P(5 of 15 PE) a RT' (3.1-18)
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where:

RS = the reliability of a single processor:

RS = RP (3.1-19)

RD z the reliability a duplex of processors:

RD a 1-[(1-RP)O. (I-C)2RP(1-RP) 1 (3.1-20) %

RT = the reliability of a triplex of processors:

RT =I-(1-RP)3. (1-C)3RP(1-RP)B ]  (3.1-21)

R9 x the reliability of a quadruplex of processors:

RO a 1-[(1-RP)* (1-C)4RP(1-RP)21 (3.1-22)

C = Coverage of duplex of processors = .85

The reliability models for both upper and lover bounds were
o.

programmed using FORTRAN. The baseline FTPP unreliability as a function C.

of component XTTFs is depicted graphically in figure 3.1-4. These bounds

are compared to the required unreliability bounds derived in section 2.2

for various FTPP redundancy levels. Clearly, the baseline architecture is D

undesirable in terms of the application reliability requirement. Only the

most idealistic processor behavior (lover bound assumptions) and

optimistic XTTFs would support even a quadruplex computer system. Also

note that the baseline unreliability bounds are not straight lines as

would be expected in a system with an exponentially distributed failure

time since the graph plots the log of unreliability. Since there is

parallelism involved in the architecture, the total system need not be

exponentially distributed, even though all components of the FTPP are

assumed to be exponentially distributed C61. After MTTF of approximately

" lC-
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35000 hours, however, both curves are relatively straight and could be

approximated exponentially. The following sections in this chapter

explore methods to further lover the unreliability curve.

UNRELIABILITY BOUNDS
(ASEUNE SYSTEM)

-1.5
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- 4 .5 -. . . . ... .,
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Figure 3.1-4: Baseline System Lower and Upper Unreliability

Bounds.
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3.2 INTRA-CLUSTER MODIFICATION OPTIONS

This section will address modifications at the cluster level and

their effect on cluster reliability. Section 3.2.1 examines the

sensitivity of the cluster reliability to changes in component MTTF. The

remainder of the sections focus primarily on the processor elements which

represent the most flexible components of the FTPP in terms of

architectural and redundancy strategy modification. Sect ion 3. 2. 2

examines modification of the number of processor elements per network and

memory element. Section 3.2.3 examines the implications of assigning

different numbers of tasks to the processors of a cluster. Section 3.2.4

examines the trade off. between reliability and throughput inherent in

parallel processors and section 3.2.5 examines reliability bottlenecks.

3.2.1 Cluster Reliability Sensitivities

Cluster reliability sensitivities determine which component

improvements provide the highest payoff. Using the reliability model

developed in section 3.1, the MTTF of the four components was set constant

at KTTF-50000 *hours. Each element's NTTF was then varied individually

from 10000 to 100000 hours. The results of this exercise using both lower

and upper unreliability assumptions on a baseline cluster are depicted

graphically in figures 3.2-1 and 3.2-2 respectively. Using lower boundIlr
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Figure 3.2-1: Cluster Reliability Sensitivities
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assumptions, cluster reliability is most sensitive to changes in the KTTF

of network elements followed by memory, processor, and input/output

elements. Using upper bound assumptions, cluster reliability is most

sensitive to changes in the HTTF of procesuor elements followed by

network, memory, and input/output elements.

In both lower and upper bound cases: network elements figure

prominently, and input/output elements figure least prominently in

determining cluster reliability. Loss of a network element renders three

processor elements, one memory element, and one input/output element

useless. Because of the dispersion of processor tasks discussed earlier,

the loss any two network elements will never by itself cause cluster%

failure. Loss of an input/output element, on the other hand, has no

effect on the usefulness of other cluster components. Using upper bound

assumptions, processor elements jump to most prominent status in

determining cluster reliability. Using upper bound assumptions, the loss

of only two processors may cause task loss and, therefore, cluster

failure. In both cases, memory elements fall in the middle. Loss of a

memory element renders three processor elements useless. Once again,

because of the dispersion of processor tasks, the loss of any two memory

elements will never by itself cause cluster failure.

3.2.2 Cluster Architecture

The baseline cluster architecture utilized three processors for each

network and memory element, and the general FTPP architecture allows
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modification of this number. Modifying the number of processors results

in two opposing effects on cluster reliability. An more processors are

added to a cluster, the reliability of the processors to perform the

assigned tasks increases. In order to support this modification, the

complexity of the network and memory elements increases, thus decreasing

their reliablility. Whichever effect dominates under the existing

conditions determines the optimum number of processors per network and

memory element. To examine these effects analytically, consider a system

consisting of one memory element, one network element, and N processor

elements where N is the number of processors per network and memory

element. The reliability of this trio of elements (RT) in the product of

their reliabilities because all three must operate for a single task to be

accomplished:

RT a RME. x RNE. x RPE, (3.2-1)

where:

RHEv = The reliability of a memory element with N connections and

failure rate L.

RHE. = e- L4- L"14 (3.2-2)

RNEU = The reliability of a network element with N connections and

failure rate .IL.

RNE. e-' L -.OIU S  (3.2-3)

'4
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RPE* x The reliability of a set of N processors, each with failure

rate L, to perform a task. The unreliability of each

processor (0) equals l-e-LIt The coverage of a duplex of

processors is C and the coverage of triplexes and above is 1.

RPEU Z I-[(0)" * N(I-C)(Q)O' l (1-Q)] (3.2-4) -

The optimum N is the N which maximizes the reliability of the trio. This

N can be computed by taking the derivative of RT with respect to N,

setting the result equal to zero, and solving for N:

d(RT)
- X - 0 CX + ln(G) + Q-'(1-)(1-C)(lIXNNln(Q)) (3.2-5)

dX$

where: X = -.llLt

Equation 3.2-5 can not be solved for N explicitly. The optimum number of

processors was derived numerically for C=.85 and t=8760 hours. Results

are depicted graphically in figure 3.2-3 for a range of component NTTFs.

The optimum number of processor elements per network and memory element

decreases as component NTTF increases. For the values chosen, the optimum

number of processors is four for component MTTFs below 20000 hours (200000

hours for network elements) and three for HTTFs above 20000 hours.

Therefore, the baseline cluster architecture is optimal under the defined

%rchitectural constraints when reasonably reliable components are used.
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Figure 3.2-3: Optimum Number of Processors per Single N/etwork/ '-
Memory Element vs. Component HTTF.

3.2.3 Cluster Task Assignment',

Assigning fewer tasks per cluster increases cluster reliability, but

at a cost which can be paid in two ways by the total system. First: in

order to make up for the decrease in tasks per cluster, more clusters can

be added to the system. In this came, the probability of a cluster

isolation increases since more clusters are being introduced in the

system. Second: the same number of clusters may remain in the system. In

this came, the total system tankload and, therefore, throughput decreases.
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In a parallel processor, throughput and reliability are interchangeable

quantities. This trade off will be examined in more detail in the next -4

section (3.2.4).
.4.

Using the FTPP system model constructed for the fully linked baseline

system (section 3.1), cluster reliabilities for two, three, four, and five

task clusters were calculated for the assumptions of perfect and imperfect

processor coverage. Results for both lower and upper bound assumptions

are depicted graphically in figures 3.2-4 and 3.2-5 respectively. As
5I

,

expected, cluster reliability increases as fewer tasks are assigned to the

cluster. The systems effect of redistributing and reducing the number of

tasks per cluster by using additional clusters is examined in section

3.3.2.2.
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3.2.4 Reliability/Throughput Trade Off

Reliability may be traded for throughput in a parallel system. The

relationship may be fixed during the design process, or the trade off may

occur during operation. As an example of the later: during critical

computations, the FTPP may switch to a lower throughput mode to achieve a

higher probability of success and switch back to the higher throughput

mode when the critical computations are completed.

For the purposes of this thesis, the FTPP always works one problem.

The term 'task' refers to the number of parallel computational paths that

the problem is broken up into. Each parallel computational path may be

performed by n processor elements. Figure 3.2-6 graphically depicts the

expected speedup versus the number of tasks operating in parallel for the

ideal case, with the lower and upper speedup bounds as defined by Hwang

and Briggs (described in section 1.1). The differences are rather large.

While 15 prrallel tasks would ideally generate a speedup 15 times as fast,

the lower and upper speedup bounds are only about 4 and 5 times as fast.

The apparent jump in the graph for the n/ln(n) case at 2 tasks is an

anomaly of the equation which is clearly impossible and should be ignored.

Achieving a given speedup factor requires an extremely large number of

parallel tasks. On the other hand, the loss of a task would represents a

much smaller loss in throughput. The loss of a single task in an n task

parallel system would ideally represent a throughput loss (TLD.) of 1

times the throughput of a single processor (Too). Using the speedup
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Figure 3.2-6: System Speedup vs. Number of Parallel Tanks.

estimates in section 1.1, the lose of a single task in a n cluster system

would represent a throughput los defined by the following equations:

Ta... = [log*(n/(n-1))]T@P (Minsky's Conjecture) (3.2-6)

OR

TL. = (n/ln(n))-((n-l)/ln(n-l))]T 6  (Upper Bound) (3.2-7)

For a 15 task system, the expected throughput lose would be (1)Ts, for the

ideal case and between (.l)Ts, and (.23)Ts, using equations 3.2-6 and 3.2-

7 respectively. Depending on the actual application requirement, the loss

of at least one or more computational tasks should be tolerable.
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In order to examine the relation betveen reliability and throughput,

consider the set of 15 processors in the baseline cluster. The 15

processors can perform a minimut of 1 and a maximum of 15 tasks in

parallel. If the set of processors perform I task, the FTPP problem will

be solved using 1 computational path, with all 15 processors dedicated to

the one path. If the set of processors perform 15 tasks, the FTPP problem

will be solved using 15 computational paths, with each path performed by a

single processor. Figure 3.2-7 graphically depicts processor

unreliability as a function of the speedup (equivalent to the number of

tasks in the ideal case) using the upper and lower bound processor

assumptions described in section 3.1.2. As expected, an increase in

UNRELIABILITY VS THROUGHPUT
f!OEAL CAME)

0 •

• t,~--'. --. f "

/,

5 / 0-4

'
2. 1 /

C, /

- I

'iPFEDUP

' LOWER qatOON

Figure 3.2-7: Unreliabilty vs. Throughput for a Set of 15 Processor

Elements (Ideal Speedup Behavior).
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throughput in accompanied by a decrease in reliability. Using upper bound

processor assuapt ions, the cost of additional throughput in reliability

loss in greater than for the lower bound case. If the Hwang and Briggs

speedup bounds are used, the cost increases even more and both curves

would rise more sharply.

Power consumption is yet another term which may be added into the

reliability/throughput trade off. Processors may be turned off when power

consumption is critical at the coat of either reliability or throughput.

The act of turning components on and off in an operational system may be

risky in itself. Current operational spacecraft turn components on and

off only when absolutely necessary.

The system throughput, reliability and power consumption may be

'tuned' by the designer of a parallel processor to achieve a mix which

best meets the application requirement. The tuning is done by defining

and redefining the delegation of processors to the required tasks.

3.2.5 Reliability Bottlenecks

The previous section showed that the loss of a computational task in a

reasonably large parallel system is a tolerable event. This is not true

for the tasks of cluster and global controller. The loss of a cluster

controller results in cluster lose, and the loss of the global controller

results in system loss. A cluster can never be more reliable than its

cluster c~ntroller, and the system can never be more reliable than its
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global controller. The tasks of cluster and global controller can

accurately be described as 'reliability bottlenecks' which deserve special

attention. In the baseline architecture, three processor elements were

reserved for each cluster controller, and four processor elements were

reserved for the global controller. In view of the relative importance of

tasks, it would be logical to transfer processor elements performing

computational tasks to the tasks of cluster or global controller should a

CC or GC experience degradation. Using this redundancy strategy

effectively means the controller. have access to unlimited spares. Figure

3.2-8 diagrams the flarkov Model of the case of a cluster controller with

unlimited spares. While this strategy is certainly more reliable than a

simple triplex of processor elements, the Markov Model shows that there is

still the possibility of controller loss due to the finite reconfiguration

time of the processors. If a second failure occurs before the processors

can reconfigure, the controller may be lost.

Other possible reliability bottlenecks are the loss of a memory or

network element causing the loss of a task. As discussed earlier, the

dispersion of tasks between different memory and network elements can

eliminate single point failures provided that the cluster is not

overloaded with tasks.
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Figure 3.2-8: Markov Model Diagram of Cluster Controller vith
Unlimited Spares.
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3.3 INTER-CLUSTER MODIFICATION OPTIONS

This section will address modifications at the system level and their

effects upon system performance. Section 3.3.1 examines the relative

performance of three selected cluster topologies. Section 3.3.2 examines

cluster redundancy strategies and their effect on system reliability. v

3.3.1 Cluster Topologies

Cluster topology refers to the particular method employed to link

clusters. Cluster topology affects throughput, reliability

maintainability, and modularity. Interconnection strategy in a key factor

in obtaining high performance, in reducing cost, and in keeping the system

feasible in terms of engineering [7].

Graph theory provides useful terminology in the analysis of cluster

topologies. Clusters are defined as nodes and the distance between any

pair of adjacent clusters is defined as 1. The diameter of the graph (k)

is defined as the maximum of the length of the shortest paths betveen any

two nodes. A graph of diameter k will take no more than k hops to travel

between any two nodes. The fan-out (d) is defined an the number of

connections emanating from each node providing all nodes have the same

fan-out. One of the topologies examined in this thesis has a fan-out

which varies beween clusters. A graph having n nodes, diameter k, and

.
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fan-out d is defined as an (n,k,d) graph. Each graph can be redefined by

examining t link failures. Link failures may increase diameter [8,9].
'

The diameter of a FTPP system is a measure of the speed of the

network. As the diameter increases, so does the communications time

between certain nodes. An increase in communication time decreases system

throughput. The fan-out of a cluster is a measure of the complexity of a

cluster. As the fan-out increases, so does the complexity of the nodes.

An increase in nodal complexity translates to a decrease in nodal
.4

reliability though not necessarily system reliability. The fan-out in

also a measure of the maintainability and modularity of a system. As the

fan-out increases, it becomes increasingly complicated to replace failed

clusters and to add new clusters.

For a given number of nodes, the most desirable graph would have a

diameter and fan-out of one. This is only possible for the case of nz2.

As n increases, the fan-out must increase to keep the diameter small or

the diameter must increase to keep the fan-out small. The following

section will analyze three cluster topologies in an attempt to work out

the various trade offs involved in selecting an interconnection strategy.

The three topologies to be examined include: centrally linked (star),

fully linked (fully cross-strapped), and singly linked (ring) - (figure

3.3-1).

The reliability analysis in each of the following sections will

calculate the probability of at least one cluster isolation P(ISOLATION)

for the different topologies looking exclusively at input/output elements.
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This probability can be used to estimate the FTPP system reliability

(P(S)) using the results of section 3.1. In section 3.1, P(S) was derived

for a fully linked system. P(ISOLATION), looking exclusively at

input/output elements, was approximated by neglecting failures due to

input/output elements of other clusters and found to be relatively

accurate. Using theme probabilities, the following equation holds true:

P(S) - (1-P(ISOLATION))xRCs (3.3-1)

where:

RC - The reliability of a cluster neglecting the effects of the

input/output elements.

n a Number of clusters in the FTPP system.

Therefore, RC can be estimated as:
P

RC - (P(S)/(1-P(ISOLATION))'J" (3.3-2)

RC will remain constant for different cluster topologies since topology

only affects input/output elements which are, by definition, independent

of RC. Knowing P(ISOLATION) for each topology, equation 3.3-2 can be used

to estimate RC and equation 3.3.1 used to calculate the total system

reliability. The following analysis will address the baseline case of n=6

specifically and then generalize for all n.

.4
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A. CENTRALLY LINKED (STAR)

B. FULLY LINKED (FULLY CROSS-STRAPPED) i

C6 C3

C. SINGLY LINKED (LOOP)

Figure 3.3-1: Cluster Topologies.

,J.
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3.3.1.1 Centrally Linked Topology

Figure 3.3-1(A) depicts the centrally linked topology of 6 clusters.

With no link failures (txO): k=2 ,d5 (for the central cluster), and d1l

(for the distributed clusters). The advantages of this topology are the

low diameter and the low fan-out of the distributed clusters. The

diameter remains two and the fan-out of the distributed clusters remains

one no matter how many clusters are added to the network. The

disadvantages of this topology are the low tolerance to link failures and

the high fan-out of the central cluster. Any one link failure will cause

an isolation, and the fan-out of the central cluster increases with the

number of clusters (d-n-1]. While distributed clusters can be added and

replaced relatively easily, the central cluster is lacking in

maintainability.

The reliability of the centrally linked topology is relatively easy

to calculate by decomposing on the input/output elements of the central

cluster. Since any one link failure will cause a cluster isolation, the

probability of at least one isolation is the complement of the probability

of no link failures:

P(ISOLATION) = 1-[P(O LINK FAILURES)] (3.3-3)

P(O LINK FAILURES) can be found by decomposing on the input/output

elements of the central cluster.

P(O LINKS FAIL) E r (P(O LINKS FAIL/N 10 WORK)xP(N 10 WORK)] (3.3-4)
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where:

P(N I0 WORK) = Probability that exactly N out of 5 input/output

elements of the central cluster operate.

P(O LINKS FAIL/N 10 WORK) z Probability that no links fail given

that exactly N input/output elements of the central cluster

operate.

P(N I WORK) can be calculated combinatorially using equation 3.1-5 and

substituting RIOC for RIO where RIOC equals the reliability of a single

input/output element of the central cluster. The probability that no

links fail, given that exactly N input/output elements of the central

cluster operate, can be calculated by using the fact that every

distributed cluster must possess at least 2 operational lines to the

central cluster:

P(O LINKS FAIL/N I0 WORK) z P(at least 2 of N IOD WORK)]' (3.3-5)

where:

IOD a Input/output element of a distributed cluster.

P(at least 2 of N IOD WORK) is found using equation 3.1-14 and

substituting RIOD and N for RIO and X respectively where RIOD

equals the reliability of a single input/output element of a

distributed cluster.

To generalize for n, the exponent in equation 3.3-5 becomes (n-1).
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3.3.1.2 Fully Linked Topology

Figure 3.3-1(B) depicts the fully linked topology of 6 clusters which

was modelled in section 3.1. With no link failures (t=O): k=l and d=5

for all clusters. For tal to t=4: k=2. Five link failures may cause

isolation depending on which links fail. The advantages of this topology

are the low diameter and the high tolerance to link failures. The

diameter remains one, and the tolerance to link failures increases as more

clusters are added to the network. A fully linked network can tolerate at

least n-2 link failures without an isolation. The major disadvantage of

this network is the high fan-out of the clusters. The fan-out increases

as more cluster are added to the system Ck=n-1]. The network is clearly

lacking in the areas of maintainability and modularity.

While the complexity associated with a fully linked network makes an

exact reliability analysis difficult, the reliability can be bounded

relatively tightly as was shown in section 3.1.1. A lower unreliability

bound was generated by neglecting cluster isolations due to input/output

failures in other clusters and multiplying the reliabilities of all

clusters. An upper reliability bound was generated by taking into account

all possible failure modes for each cluster and multiplying the

reliabilities of all clusters. The dominant failure mode for a particular

cluster isolation is the failure of that cluster's input/output elements

and in why the reliability can be tightly bounded. This failure mode

becomes increasingly dominant as n increases.
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3.3.1.3 Singly Linked Topology

Figure 3.3-1(C) depicts the singly linked topology of 6 clusters.

With no link failures (t=O): kz3 and d=2 for all clusters. The major

advantage of this topology is the low fan-out of the clusters. The fan-

out remains two no matter how many clusters are added to the network. The

disadvantages of this topology are the low tolerance to link failures and

the relatively high diameter. Any two link failures will always cause an

isolation, and the diameter increases as more clusters are added to the

network Ck-n/2 (n even); k=(n-i)/2 (n odd)]. The network possesses both

high maintainability and modularity.

The reliability of the singly linked network in the most difficult to

analyze. Unlike the centrally linked architecture, the probability of an

isolation can not be calculated using a simple decomposition. Unlike the

fully linked network, the isolation of a particular cluster is not

dominated by failures of its own input/output elements. The fact that

adjacent link failures are dependent must be taken into account. The

probability of an isolation can be calculated using comhinatorial methods

and conditional probability.

Since any two link failures will cause an isolation, the probability

of at least one isolation, P(ISOLATION), in the complement of the

probability of zero or one link failure:

P(ISOLATON) a I-EP(O LINKS FAIL) + P(i LINK FAILS)] (3.3-6)

To calculate the probability of zero link failures, conditional

probability must be used. Link failures are dependent and each link's

probability of operating in conditional on the state of the other links:
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P(O LINKS FAIL) = P(L1)xP(L2/Ll)xP(L3/Li A L2)xP(L4/LI A L2 A L3)x

P(L5/Ll A L2 A L3 n L4)xP(L6/LI A L2 A L3 A L4 A L5) (3.3-7)

where:

P(LX/LA A ... A LE) - Probability that link X operates given that

links A through E operate.

The probability link I operates is the probability that at least 2 lines

in the link operate. For a line to operate, the input/output elements on

both ends must function.

P(LI) a 1-[ (1-(RIO)')s * 5(1-(RIO)8)'(RIO)'] (3.3-8)

where: RIO = Probability that a single input/output element

operates.

The probability that link 2 operates, given link 1 operates, can be

calculated using conditional probability:

P(L2/L1) x P(L1 A L2) / P(Li) (3.3-9)

P(L1) has been calculated in equation 3.3-8. The probability that two

adjacent links operate, P(Ll A L2), can be calculated by decomposing on

the input/output elements of the cluster the two links share (cluster 2):

P(l A L2) z E (P(ll A L2/N 10 WORK) x P(N 10 WORK)] (3.3-10)

where:

P(L1 A L2/N 10 WORK) = Probability that Li and L2 operate given

that exactly N input/output elements of the shared cluster

operate.
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P(N I WORK) has been calculated in equation 3.1-5. P(LI n L2/N 10 WORK)

can be calculated using the fact that at least two operational lines must

operate between clusters I and 2 and between clusters 2 and 3:

P(LI A L2/N TO WORK) a P(at least 2 of N 10 of cluster I WORK) x

P(at least 2 of N 10 of cluster 3 WORK) 13.3-11)

The probability that at least 2 of N input/output elements of a cluster

operate can be calculated using equation 3.1-14 and substituting N for X.

The probability that link 3 operates, given that links 1 and 2

operate, is equivalent to the probability that link 3 operates given that

link 2 operates. The state of link 1 has no effect on link 3 because they

are independent. Only adjacent links are dependent. Therfore:

P(L3/L1 A L2) = P(L3/L2) = P(L2/L1) (3.3-12)

Using the same line of reasoning:

P(L2/LI) * P(L3/L1 A L2) a P(L4/L1 A L2 A L3)

P(L5/Ll A L2 A L3 A L4) (3.3-13)

These equalities all describe the probability that a link operates given

that one adjacent link operates. The probability that link 6 operates,

given that links 1 to 5 operate, describes the probability a link operates

given that both adjacent links operate. Once again, conditional

probability is employed:

P(L6/LI A L2 A L3 A L4 A L5) = P(L6/L5 n LI)

- P(LI A L5 A L6) / P(L1 A L5) (3.3-14)

Since links 1 and 5 are non-adjacent, hence independent, the probability

they both operate is the product of the reliabilities:
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P(Li A L5) - P(LI)xP(L5) * P(LI)l (3.3-15)

P(L1) has been calculated in equation 3.3-8. The probability that links I
t.

, and 5 and 6 operate can be calculated by decomposing on the input/output

elements of one cluster shared by 2 links, and then decomposing on the

input/output elements of the other cluster shared by two links. In this

came, the first decomposition is done on the elements of cluster 6, and

the second decomposition is done on the elements of cluster 1.

Decomposing on the elements of cluster 6 yields the equation:

P(Li A L5 A L6)

E [P(Li A L5 A L6/N 10 of C6 WORK) x P(N 10 of C6 WORK)] (3.3-16)

P(N 10 WORK) has been calculated in equation 3.1-5. The probability that

links I and 5 and 6 operate, given that N 10 elements of cluster 6

operates, can be calculated using the fact that at least two lines of each

of the three links must operate.

P(LI A L5 A L6/(O or 1) I0 of C6 WORK) - 0 (3.3-17)

To calculate the remaining elements, a second decomposition Is done on the

elements of cluster 1:

P(Ll A L5 A L6/2 10 of C6 WORK)

r (P(LI A L5 A L6/2 10 of C6 and N 10 of Cl WORK)xP(N 10 of CI WORK))
p. U* (3. 3-18)

P(N I0 WORK) has been calculated in equation 3.1-5. P(LI A L5 A L6/X 10

of C6 WORK and Y 10 of Ci WORK) is calculated by determining the product

of the probabilities of three conditions: 1. The probability that a

sufficient number of input/output elements of cluster 5 operate to achieve
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-a
a working link between clusters 5 and 6. 2. The probability that a

sufficient number of input/output elements of cluster 2 operate to achieve

a working link between clusters 2 and 1. 3. The probability that the X

operating elements in cluster 6, and Y operating elements in cluster 1,

4e
will yield a working iink between clusters 6 and 1:

P(LI 0 L5 L6/2 10 of C6 WORK and N 10 of Ci WORK) -
"a

P(at least 2 of 2 10 of C5 WORK)xP(st least 2 of N 10 of C2 WORK)x

P(LINK is achieved between C6 and Cl) (3.3-19)

P(at least 2 of N I0 WORK) can be calculated using equation 3.1-14

and substituting N for X:

PILink to achieved between C6 and Cl) 0.0, 1,.3,.6,1 for

N a 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 respectively. F

Using the mane line of reasoning, the remaining elements can be

calculated:

P(LI 0 L5 n L6/3 10 of C6 WORK) xS
E (PLI 0 L5 A L6/3 10 of C6 and N 10 of Cl VORK)xP(N 10 of CI WORK)]

°" '(3.3-20)

vhere:

P(L1 n L5 n L6/3 10 of C6 WORK and N 10 of CI WORK) s

P(at least 2 of 3 10 of C5 WORK)xP(ot least 2 of N 10 of C2 WORK)x

P(LINK is achieved between C6 and Cli (3.3-21)

P(Link to achieved between C6 and Ci) 0 0,0,.3,.7,1,1 for

S0,1,.2.3.4,5 respectively.
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P(LI A L5 A LS/4 10 of C6 WORK) *

t (P(LI A L5 n L6/4 1O of C6 and N 10 of Cl WORK)xP(N 10 of Cl WORK)]
(3.3-22)

where:

P(Li n L5 n L6/4 10 of C6 WORK and N 10 of Cl WORK) *

P(at least 2 of 4 1O of C3 WORK)xP(at least 2 of N 10 of C2 WORK)x

P(LINK is achieved between C6 and C1) (3.3-23)

P(Link Is achieved between C6 and Cl) z 0,0,.6,1, 1,1 for

N a 0,1,2,3,4.5 respectively.

P(LI A L5 n L6/5 10 of C6 WORK)

I (P(LI n L5 n L6/5 10 of C6 and N 10 of Ci WORK)xP(N 10 of C1 WORK)]
4.' (3.3-24)

where:

P(Li A L5 n L6/5 10 of C6 WORK and N 10 of CI WORK)

P(at least 2 of 5 10 of C5 WORK)xP(at least 2 of N 10 of C2 WORK)x

P(LINK is achieved between C6 and C1) (3.3-25)

P(Link is achieved between C6 and Cl) a 0,0,1,L,I,I for

N • 0,1,2,3,4,5 respectively.

The probability that exactly one. link faila can be calculated by

arbitrarily examining the cane where only link 2 fails. As was done

previously:

P(L2 ONLY) • P(LI)xP(L2/LI)xP(L3/LI A L2)xP(L4/LI A L2 n L3)x

P(LS/LI n L2 A L3 n L4)xP(L6/LI n L2 n L3 n L4 n L5) (3.3-26)
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Since any one link of six links may fail vith equal probability, and these I

events are mutually exclusive:

P(1 LINK FAILS) a 6(P(L2 ONLY)) (3.3-27)

Using the reasoning employed previously:

P(L4/Li A L2 A L3) - P(L4/L3) (3.3-28)

P(L5/LI A L2 A L3 A L4) P(L5/L4) (3.3-29)

P(L6/LI A L2 A L3 A L4 A L5) - P(L6/Li A L5) (3.3-30)

P(L2/LI) a P(L4/L3) a P(L5/L4) (3.3-31)

P(LI), P(L2/LI), and P(LS/Li A LS) have been calculated previously

P(L2/LI) is simply the complement of P(L2/LI):

P(L2/L1) - I-[P(L2/LI)] (3.3-32)

The only remaining element to calculate is P(L3/LI A L2). Since links I

and 3 are independent, the calculation becomes the probability that a link

operates given that an adjacent link fails. As was done previously,

conditional probability is employed:

P(L3/L2) - P(L3 A L2) / P(L2) (3.3-33)

P(L2) is the complement of P(Ll) which has been calculated previously.

P(L2) - I-[P(LI)] (3.3-34)

The probability link 3 operates and link 2 tails can be found by

decomposing on the input/output elements of the shared cluster

(cluster 3):

P(L3 n L2) E r P(L3 n L2/N 10 WORKxP(N 10 WORK)] (3.3-35)
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vhere:

P(L3 n L2/N 10 WORK) x P(at least N-I of N I0 of C2 FAIL) x
P(2 of N I0 of C4 WORK) (3.3-36)

P(N 10 WORK) and P(at least 2 of N 10 WORK) have already been calculated

in equations 3.1-5 and 3.1-14. P(at least N-1 of N 10 FAIL) can be

calculated combinatorially:

P(at least N-1 of N 10 FAIL) a r (, )(i-RIO)N''(RIO)'] (3.3-37)

To generalize for n, the probabilities that 0 and 1 iinkz fail become:

P(O LINKS FAIL) - P(L) x P(L/L)* -4 x P(L/L A L) (3.3-38)

P(1 LINK FAILS) - N x P(L) x P(L/L) x P(L/L) x P(L/L)' x
P(L/L A L) (3.3-39)

3.3.1.4 Topology Comparisons

This section attempts to quantify the performance of the three

topologies in the ares of throughput, maintainability, modularity, and

reliability. Comparisons will be made for the baseline case of nix

clusters specifically and for the general case of n clusters. For the

purposes of this comparison, all clusters are assumed to communicate with

ail other clusters with equal probability.

In the area of throughput, the fully linked system in clearly the

most desirable. Any two clusters can rommunicate directly (1 hop) The

centrally linked system -equtres an average of 1.67 and the singly linked

system an average of 1.80 hope to communicate between two clusters. As n

Increases, the relative rankings remain unchanged, and tUe differences
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become increasingly pronounced. For the fully linked system, kll alvays.

For the centrally linked system:

ko,1 a ((n-I) + 2((:) - (n-1))]/ (a) (3.3-40)

which simplifles to:

ko,. a 2 - (2/(n-1)] + (2/n(n-i)l - 2 (as n->e) (3.3-41)

For the singly linked system, kva1 increases without bound an n->n.

In the areas of maintainability and modularity, the fully linked

system is clearly the least desirable. Replacing a cluster requires 25

disconnections and connections. Adding a cluster requires 25 connections.

The centrally linked system requires an average of 8.35 and the singly

linked an average of 10 disconnections and connections to replace a

cluster. Adding a cluster requires only 5 connections for the centrally

linked system while the singly linked system requires 10 disconnections

and 10 connections. As n Increases, the relative rankings remain the

sme: 5(n-1) disconnections and connections are required to replace a

cluster and 5(n-1) connections are required to add a cluster for the fully

linked system; an average of 5(2n-2)/n disconnections and reconnections

are required to replace a cluster and 5 connections are required to add a

cluster for the centrally linked system; and 10 disconnections and

reconnections ore required to replace or add a cluster for the singly

linked system.

In the area of reliability, the relationship between the complexity

of the input/output elements and their failure rates is a determining

factor in the relative rellabilities of the topologies. The reliability



models for the three topologies derived in the previous sections were

programmed in FORTRAN. Comparisons were made for the baseline case of 6

clusters. The system unreliabilities using both lover and upper bound

assumptions are depicted graphically in figures 3.3-2 and 3.3-3

respectively. Using lover bound assumptions, the unreliability curves for

the singly and fully linked systems are close, but the singly linked

system becomes noticeably more reliable for NTTFs greater than 60000

hours. Using upper bound assumptions, the unreliability curves of the

singly and fully linked systems are nearly identical but the raw data

shows the singly linked system slightly more reliable. In both cases, the

centrally linked system is least reliable.
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For architectures with more clusters, the singly linked system would

be expected to perform increasingly better relative to the other

topologies since the complexity of the input/output elements remains

constant. Figures 3.3-4 and 3.3-5 depict the unreliabilities of the three

topologies am the number of clusters increases using an MTTF of 60000

hours for lower and upper assumptions respectively. The singly linked

system is clearly superior in both cases. The fully and centrally linked

systems exhibit a crossover at n-16 and n=15 clusters in the lower and

upper bound graphs respectively. Before the crossover, the fully linked

is more reliable than the centrally linked; after the crossover, the

opposite is true. To examine the effects of a change in MTTF, figures

3.3-6 and 3.3-7 depict the unreliabilities of the three topologies using

an MTTF of 100000 hours for lower and upper bound assumptions

respectively. The graphs exhibit the same relative characteristics as the

NTTF=60000 hours case, but the crossover point increases to n=20 and n=19

clusters in the lover and upper bound graphs respectively. In all cases,

as n increases, the singly and centrally linked systems tend to parallel

each other while the singly and fully linked systems tend to diverge.

The fully linked baseline case modelled in section 3.1 was

undesireable in terms of the application reliability requirement.

Modifying the topology to a singly linked system does not affect the

reliability of the FTPP significantly enough to make a difference in terms

of this requirement.
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3.3.2 Cluster Redundancy Strategiem

Section 3.3.1 compared various cluster topologies under the

assumption that any cluster failure or isolation constituted system

failure. This section examines the came where some cluster

failures/isolations are tolerated. A cluster failure/isolation may be

acceptable in a system where there are redundant clusters or where

degradation of system throughput is acceptable.

3.3.2.1 Toleration of Cluster Failure/Isolation

The methods and equations of section 3.3.1 will be employed to derive

the reliability of a FTPP system of n clusters where I cluster failure or

isolation is tolerated. The unreliability of the system (Q(S)) now

becomes:

G(S) a EP(O ISOLATIONS) x P(2 OR MORE CLUSTERS FAIL)]+

(P(I ISOLATION)x(P(2 OR MORE CLUSTERS FAIL)+((n-1)/n)P(1 CLUSTER FAILS))]+

(P(2 OR MORE ISOLATIONS)] (3.3-42)

The ((n-l)/n) factor is used to take into account the case where the

isolated cluster is also the failed cluster. Most of the xerms of

equation 3.3-42 have already been derived.

P(O ISOLATIONS) a I-P(ISOLATION) (3.3-43)

P(ISOLATION) is the probability of at least one cluster isolation and has

been derived for the various topologies in section 3.3-1:

P(2 OR MORE CLUSTERS FAIL) 3I - RC" * nRC*-'(1-RC)] (3.3-44)
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P(I CLUSTER FAILS) z nRC--'(1-RC) (3.3-45)

RC is the reliability of a cluster, neglecting the effects of the input/

ip

output elements, and is defined in equation 3.3-2. The two remaining 'p

term are related:

P(2 OR MORE ISOLATIONS) - P(ISOLATION) - P(1 ISOLATION) (3.3-46)

The remainder of this section is devoted to calculating the probability of

exactly one isolation P(1 ISOLATION) for the various topologies.

For the centrally linked system, to find P(1 ISOLATION), the

probability that one of the five distributed clusters becomes isolated in

calculated. Since this may occur in 5 different ways, the resultant

probability in multiplied by 5. Decomposing on the input/output elements

of the central cluster yields the equation:

P(l ISOLATION) -5 £ [P(I ISOLATION/N 10 WORK)xP(N 10 WORK)] (3.3-47)

PIN 10 WORK) is the probability that exactly N out of 5 input/output

elements of the central cluster operate, and can be calculated

combinatorially using equation (3.1-5). The probability of exactly one

Isolation, given that N input/output elements of the central cluster

operate, in the probability that there are at least two operational lines

to four of the distributed clusters and less then two operational lines to

one of the distributed clusters.

P(I ISOLATION/N 10 WORK) = P(at least 2 of N 10 WORK)' x

P(less than 2 of N 10 WORK) (3.3-48)

P(st least 2 of N 10 WORK) is found using equation 3.1.14 and substituting
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RIOD and N for RIO and X respectively. P(less than 2 10 WORK) is simply

the complement of P(at least 2 of N 10 WORK). To generalize for n, the 5

preceding the summation in equation 3.3-47 becomes n-I and the exponent on

equation 3.3-48 becomes n-2.

For the fully linked system, clusters are assumed independent. The

probability that an arbitrary cluster is isolated, P(1 CLUSTER ISOLATION),

has already been defined by a lower and upper bound in section 3.1.1. The

probability that one oi six clusters becomes isolated becomes:

P(I ISOLATION) = 611-P(I CLUSTER ISOLATION)]' x

(P(i CLUSTER ISOLATION)] (3.3-49)

P(1 ISOLATION) will also be defined by a lower and upper bound depending

on the values of P(l CLUSTER ISOLATION) used in equation 3.3-49. To

generalize for n, the 6 becomes an n and the exponent becomes n-i in

equation 3.3-49.

For the singly linked system, allowing a cluster isolation means that

any two adjacent link failures are tolerated. To find P(I ISOLATION), the

probability that two adjacent links fail is calculated. Since this may

occur in 6 different ways, the resultant probability is multiplied by 6.

Arbitrarily selecting links 2 and 3 as failed links yields:

P(I ISOLATION) = 6xP(LI)xP(L2/Li)xP(L3/Ll A L2)xP(L4/LI A L2 A L3)x

P(L5/LI A L2 A L3 A L4)xP(L6/Li A L2 A L3 A L4 A L5) (3.3-50)

All termi in equation 3.3-50 have been calculated in sectict 3.3.1.3 with

the exception of P(L3/Li A L2) which is the probability that a link fails,

given that an adjacent link fails. Using conditional probability:
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P(L3/L2) a P(L3 n L2) / P(L2) (3.3-51)

P(L2) in the complement of P(Ll) which has been calculated previously.

The probability link 3 fails and link 2 fails can be found by decomposing

on the input/output elements of the shared cluster (cluster 3).

P(L3 n L2) = E iP(L3 n L2/N 10 WORK) x P(N 10 WORK)] (3.3-52)

where:

P(L3 n L2/N 10 WORK) a P(at least N-I of N 10 of C2 FAIL) x

P(at least N-i of N I of C4 FAIL) (3.3-53)

P(H 10 WORK) and P(at least N-i of N 10 FAIL) have already been calculated

in equations 3.1-5 and 3.3-37. To generalize for n, equation 3.3-50

becomes:

P(i ISOLATION) a n x P(L) x P(L/L) x P(L/L) x P(L/L) x P(L/L)6-3 x

P(L5/L n L) (3.3-54)

The unreliabilities of the three topologies with a redundant cluster were

programmed in FORTRAN. Comparisons were made for the baseline case of 6

clusters plus 1 redundant cluster (the preceding derivation examined 5

clusters plus I redundant cluster). The system unreliabilities using both

lover and upper bound assumptions are depicted graphically in figures 3.3-

8 and 3.3-9 respectively. Using lover bound assumptions, the fully linked

system is most reliable followed by the singly and centrally linked

systems respectively. Using upper bound assumptions, the singly and fully

linked systems are nearly identical while the centrally linked is least
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reliable. The raw data shown the singly linked system slightly more

reliable. While the assumptions of perfect and Imperfect processor

coverage should not affect the relative reliabilities of the topologies,

the change can be accounted for by the fact that the probability of

isolation for the fully linked system was calculated with the additional

upper and lower bounds concerning input/output elements described in

section 3.3.1.

With a single redundant cluster, using lower bound assumptions and

component IITTFm under 108 hours (10' hours for network elements), the

fully linked system is able to meet the duplex computer reliability

requirement. The singly linked system is able to most the triplex C

computer requirement and the centrally linked system in able to moot the

simplex computer requirement. Using upper bound assumptions under the

msm conditions, all three topologies comes closer to, but do not meet,

the quadruplex computer requirement.
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3.3.2.2 Replication of Clusters

The previous section (3. 3. 2.1) examined the came whore a single

cluster failure/isolation was tolerated in a six cluster system. In terms

of system reliability calculations, this is identical to the came of a

f ive cluster system plus one redundant cluster. The methods employed in

the previous section may be used to determine the reliability of a system

with N redundant clusters. These methods produce exceedingly elaborate

equations as the number of redundant cluster. increases. As an example:

for a six cluster system with two redundant clusters, the system's

unreliability (GS) becomes:

9S a CP(O ISOLATIONS)xP(3 OR MORE CLUSTERS FAIL)]+

CP(i ISOLATION)x(P(3 OR MORE CLUSTERS FAIL).(2i/28)P(2 CLUSTERS FAIL))]+

CP(2 ISOLATIONSWxP(3 OR MORE CLUSTERS FAIL)+(27/28)P(2 CLUSTERS FAIL)+

(6/8)P(i CLUSTER FAILS))).(P(3 OR MORE ISOLATIONS)] (3.3-55)

PQ3 OR MORE ISOLATIONS) has not been calculated previously and will result

in elaborate, though manageable, equations.

A relatively simple case to examine is the fully connected baseline

system where the assumption of cluster independence permits the system

reliability (RS) to be expressed as a function of the number of redundant

clusters (N):

RS =r( )RCG#N'(l-RC)K (3.3-56)
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where:

RC a Reliability of a single cluster.

Lover and upper bounds can be calculated by using the lover and upper

bound calculations on cluster reliability respectively.

The system unreliability of the fully connected baseline system plus

N redundant clusters, using both lower and upper bound assumptions, is

depicted graphically in figures 3.3-10 and 3.3-11. These figures show

that for the given values of N, the system reliability increases as sore

clusters are added to the system, but at a decreasing rate. As more

clusters are added, the complexity and unreliability of the input/output

elements increase. This effect becomes increasingly dominant as N

increases and raises the question as to whether there is a limit to the

number of redundant clusters that can be added to a fully connected system

and still be able to increase system reliability.

Figures 3.3-12 and 3.3-13 depict the system unreliability an a

function of the number of redundant clusters, with six clusters required

to perform the assigned tasks, for the fully connected baseline system '

using both lower and upper bound assumptions respectively. The x-axis

scale depicts the total number of clusters in the system. Curves were

generated for MTTFs of 20000, 25000 and 30000 hours. The curves show

there is indeed a limit to the number of redundant clusters which can

increase system reliability. Using lower bound assumptions, the limit is

approximately 10 redundant clusters for NTTF=20000 hours, 13 clusters for

RTTF-25000 hours, and 16 clusters for NTTF=30000 hours. Using upper bound

asN
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ansumptions, the limit ti approximately 12 redundant clustirs l o

NTTF=20000 hours, 17 clusters for TTF-25000 hours, and 20 clusters fur

NTTF3OOOO hours. The limit increase* as the NTTFs of the system p

components Increase. The unreliability curves exhibit the effect of

diminishing marginal returns. Each additional redundant cluster produces
'p

a smaller increase in reliability than the previous one (on a log scale). V

Using lower bound assumptions and component HTTFm under 10' hours

(106 hours for network elements), the fully linked system is able to meet

the simplex computer reliability requirement with two redundant clusters.

Using upper bound assumptions under the mesa conditions, the fully linked

system Is able to meet the triplex computer requirement with two redundant

cluster and the duplex computer requirement with four redundant clusters. -

0o
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3.3.2.3 Distribution ol Tasks Among Added Clusters

Section 3.2.3 examined the change in cluster reliability as a result

of assigning different numbers of tasks to the cluster. This section will

examine the systems effect of decreasing the number of tasks per cluster

and using additional clusters in order to keep the system throughput

constant. As was discussed in section 3.2.3, using fewer tasks per

cluster tends to increase cluster reliability. Adding more clusters to

. the system, however, tends to decrease system reliability. Four FTPP

configurations will be examined using the FTPP system model constructed

for the fully linked baseline system (section 3.1). The first

configuration is the baseline case of six clusters, three of which are

assigned four tasks and three of which are assigned five tasks. The

second configuration consists of seven clusters, each of which is assigned

four tasks. The third configuration consists of eleven clusters, ten of

which are assigned three tasks and one of which is assigned two tasks.

The fourth configuration consists of twenty-one clusters, each of which is

assigned two tasks. In each case, the four configurations perform 20

computational tasks and are, therefore, capable of the same throughput.

The difference between the four configurations is the way the tasks are

distributed throughout the system.

The system reliability was calculated for the assumptions of perfect

and imperfect processor coverages discussed in section 3.1.2. Results for

both lower and upper bound assumptions are depicted graphically in figures
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3.3-14 and 3.3-15 respectively. Using lower bound assumptions, the six

cluster system is most reliable followed by the seven cluster, eleven

cluster, and twenty-one cluster system. Using upper bound assumptions, 1*

1%w

the eleven cluster wywtem is most reliable followed by the seven cluster,

six cluster and twenty-one cluster systems. In both cases, all curves

tend to diverge from one another with the exception of the twenty-one

cluster curve which tends to converge with all other curves.

Using lover bound assumptions and component HTTFs under 105 hours

(10' hours for network elements), the distribution of tasks among added

clusters decrease system reliability to the point where not even the

quadruplex computer reliability requirement is met for the twenty-one

cluster case. Using upper bound assumptions under the same conditions,

only the eleven cluster system comes close to meeting the quadruplex =

computer requirement.
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CHAPTER 4

COUCLUSIONS/ RECOMMIIEDATIONS

4. 1 COMCLU-SIONS

This thesis has modelled a FTPP system architecture based upon a

potential space system application requirement. The architecture utilizes

four basic building block components: memory elements, processor elements,

network elements, and input/output elements. The FTPP architectural and

redundancy strategies were perturbed in attempts to define a more reliable

syAtem. These perturbations produced relationships between FTPP

reliability, throughput, and architecture. A description of these

relationships and the modelling techniques used to derive them should

prove useful to a system-designer attempting to meet a specific

application requirement.

In good design practice, the choice of reliable components is

essential (6]. This is particularly true for the FTPP processor and

network elements, which provide the greatest delta increase in cluster

reliability of the four FTPP building blocks. Since processor elements

provide a greater delta increase when upper bound processor assumptions

are used (upper bound assumptions will more likely predict actual

processor behavior than will lover bound assustions) and since network

A
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elements are the simplest components used in the FTPP and viii probably be

the most difficult element to improve upon in terms of failure rate, the C.

use of the most reliable processor elements should be particularly

stressed in the design phase. The possibility of improving network

element reliability through duplication is being considered.

In defining a cluster architecture, the number of processor elements

per network and memory must be chosen. There exists an optimum number of

processors that will maximize cluster reliability, and as component

failure rate decreases, the optimum number of processors will also

decrease. For the range of parameters examined in this thesis, the

optimal number of procesiors was four for component MTTFs below 20000

hours (200000 hours for network elements) and three for MTTFs above 20000

hours. Before defining an architecture, the designer should perform an

optimization for the component parameters used. The optimization will

depend on the component failure rates, processor coverage, and the degree

that added component complexity affects component failure rate.

Both cluster controllers and global controllers represent reliability

bottlenecks that deserve special attention. A cluster can not tolerate a

cluster controller failure, and the system can not "olerate a global

controller failure. In a system with realistic computational speedup

assumptions, the lose of a set of processors assigned a computational task

represents a relatively small decrease in system throughput which the

system should tolerate (the number of computational tasks is eoual to the

number of parallel computational paths the FTPP Job is partitioned into).
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Therefore, processors performing computational tasks should be able to

perform a controller task should a controller experience degradation. 1.

Also, to prevent mingle point failures, task. should be dispersed to the

fullest extent possible among processor elements attached to different

memory and network elements. Supplementing controllers with additional

processors and dispersing tasks results in a more graceful degradation of

the FTPP.

The choice of cluster topology not only affects system reliability but.A

also system throughput, maintainability, and modularity. Table 4.1-1

depicts the relative rankings of the three topologies as examined for the

baseline case of six clusters. A ranking of one represents the most

desirable system, and a ranking of three represents the least desirable.

It is left to the system designer to determine the relative weight of each-

attribute. In the baseline case, the singly linked system is the most

reliable followed closely by the fully linked system, and then by the 4

centrally linked system. As the number of clusters in the system

increases, the singly linked system stays most reliable, but with an

increasing margin over the second best, while the fully and centrally

linked systems switch relative positions. The number of clusters, at

which the centrally linked system becomes more reliable than the fully

linked system, increases am the component failure rates decrease. The

addition of a redundant cluster to the baseline case favors the fully

linked system over the singly linked system.
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Centrally Fully Singly

Linked Linked Linked

Thogpt21 3

Maintainability 1 3 2

Modularity 1 3 2

Reliability 3 2 1

* Table 4.1-1: Relative Rankings of Topologies for Six Cluster System.

Different reliability analysis techniques are more suitable for

specific topologies. The assumption of cluster independence can be made

for the fully linked system with little loss in the accuracy of the

reliability calculations. Using the assumption of cluster independence,

the reliability of a fully linked system can be easily estimated for any

arbitrary system of n clusters with x redundant clusters. The reliability

of a centrally linked system can be easily calculated for a system of n

clusters by decomposing on the input/output elements of the central

cluster to find the reliability of the system of input/output elements.
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This reliability together with an estimate of the cluster's reliability

(without input/output elements) are used to estimate the system's

reliability. The singly linked system is the most difficult to analyze,

but can be accomplished by using conditional probability, since only

adjacent cluster links are dependent. Like the centrally linked system,

the reliability of the system of input/output elements together with an

estimate of the cluster's reliability can be used to estimate the system's

reliability. The same methods can be used to calculate the reliability of

a centrally or singly linked system with redundant clusters. These

calculations, however, are not suited to a system with more than a few

redundant clusters due to the increased complexity of the calculations.

Additional clusters in an FTPP system may be used in two ways: to

decrease the taskload per cluster, or to serve as spares. Using e

additional clusters to decrease the tasks pe ' cluster is a passive method

which requires only an initial assignment of tasks, while using additional

clusters as spares is an active method which requires the migration of the

tasks of one cluster to another. From the viewpoint of hardware,

reliability modelling shows redundant clusters to be clearly more

effective in increasing system reliability. On the other hand, f rom the

viewpoint of software, redundant clusters require more complex programs

thus decreasing software reliability. There is a limit to the number of

redundant clusters that can be added to a system and still increase system

reliability in a fully linked system, but this limit is high enough that

it should not be a concern in a practical system design.
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The application reliability and throughput requirements are extremely

stringent. The application reliability requirement can not be met without

using redundant clusters or components whose failure rates are

unattainable in the foreseeable future. Using lover bound assumptions,

the reliability requirement for a simplex computer can be met with the

addition of two redundant clusters to the baseline system using components

with HTTFs under 10' hours (10' hours for network elements). Using upper

bound assumptions, the reliability requirement for a triplex computer

system can be et with the same redundancy level and component HTTFs. The

application throughput requirement can be met relatively easily by using

twenty sets of 5 HIPS processors if ideal speedup assumptions are made.

Using the speedup bounds of Hwang and Briggs would require between ninety

and a million plus sets of processors. The efficiency in the partitioning

of software for use in a parallel system is clearly important and may have

a profound effect on the system architecture and performance.
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4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

1. The combinatorial models used in this thesis are unable to model

simultaneous failures. The effect of a component failing during a

reconfiguration can be represented using Markov Modelling. The number of

states required to model the FTPP, however, would be prohibitively large

and simplifications vould have to be made.

2. A simpler way is needed to calculate or estimate the reliability of

non-fully connected topologies of systems with redundant clusters.

3. This thesis has modelled three basic FTPP topologies; modelling

'hybrid' topologies, which combine the advantages and disadvantages of

these basic topologies, would provide the FTPP designer with further 1

options.

4. This thesis has neglected the reliability effects of software.

Techniques for computing software reliability are less advanced than those

of computer hardware reliability, yet both are equally important in the

calculation of a system's reliability.
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